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----------- * Enhanced engine for faster script execution and data filtering* Support for multiple plugin
directories and automatic loading of C-plugins* Language extensions: loops and multi-line conditionals*

Improved compilation speed* Enhanced debugging capabilities* All Avisynth+ plugins have been
completely re-written for the new engine* Better management of memory and cache, avoids dynamic
creation of code objects* Use of 64bit integers* Triggers for still frames support* TimeStretch support*

64-bit version with support for ARM - AviSynth-Plus Description: ----------- * Enhanced engine for faster script
execution and data filtering* Support for multiple plugin directories and automatic loading of C-plugins*

Language extensions: loops and multi-line conditionals* Improved compilation speed* Enhanced debugging
capabilities* All Avisynth-Plus plugins have been completely re-written for the new engine* Better

management of memory and cache, avoids dynamic creation of code objects* Use of 64bit integers*
Triggers for still frames support* TimeStretch support* 64-bit version with support for ARM What's New in
This Release: ------------ * Improved compatibility with AviSynth+ from 0.2.*1, added support for filters and
plugins directories (0.2.*2)* Support for additional plugins and filter formats (0.2.*3)* Faster execution of

AviSynth+ scripts with better memory management, no dynamic creation of code objects (0.2.*4)*
Improved compatibility with 1.9.*8* Load C plugins by default, works also with AviSynth+ from 0.2.*5* 64bit

build (ARM) - AviSynth-Plus Description: ----------- * Enhanced engine for faster script execution and data
filtering* Support for multiple plugin directories and automatic loading of C-plugins* Language extensions:

loops and multi-line conditionals* Improved compilation speed* Enhanced debugging capabilities* All
Avisynth-Plus plugins have been completely re-written for the new engine* Better management of memory
and cache, avoids dynamic creation of code objects* Use of 64bit integers* Triggers for still frames support*
TimeStretch support* 64-bit version with support for ARM - AviSynth-Plus Description: ----------- * Enhanced
engine for faster script execution and data filtering* Support for multiple plugin directories and automatic
loading of C-plugins* Language extensions: loops and multi-line conditionals* Improved compilation speed

AviSynth+ PC/Windows [2022-Latest]

- Enhanced engine with improved compilation speed and debugging capabilities - Improved compatibility
with AviSynth plugins (supports plugin versions up to 1.4.4) - New language extensions: loops, multi-line

conditionals, if/else, refactoring of code structure - Support for multiple plugin directories - Automatic
loading of C-plugins - 64-bit version of the editor - Support for still images, TimeStretch, and RTMP

streaming - Improved support for control configuration - Camera, microphone and effects options can be
accessed from the main window directly - Customisable columns, with support for Auto-match and Mapping

- Displaying and copying still images, and clips along with camera and mouse movement is supported
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AviSynth+

AviSynth+ brings to the table an enhanced version of the widely popular AviSynth video post-production
tool. The goal of the development team is to make AviSynth match today's trends and requirements by
adding long-sought functionality, AviSynth+ comes with additional functionality and an optimized engine for
faster script execution and data filtering. Despite these changes, it preserves the compatibility with
available scripts and AviSynth plugins. What's more, it adds support for multiple plugin directories and
provides automatic loading of C-plugins. As you probably already know, the original post-production
frameserver uses scripts to handle each video processing task and its fork does the same. However,
AviSynth+ delivers a few language extensions that developers are bound to be happy about, providing
support for loops and multi-line conditionals. Furthermore, the plus edition features improved compilation
speed and enhanced debugging capabilities, while also refactoring various code sections and building a
more logical project structure. AviSynth+ also features support for still images and TimeStretch and
provides a dedicated 64-bit version. In essence, Avisynth+ is designed to provide an extended feature set
while remaining compatible with the existing plugins and code. On the other side, plugins written
specifically for the plus version might not work with the original Avisynth. Unlike the original Avisynth, the
plus edition does not work with Windows iterations prior to 2000. Please note that TCPDeliver is not
included in the source files. AviSynth+ includes: Additional features and functionalities, such as moving the
project directory structure and adding a dedicated 64-bit version One of the first changes to the AviSynth+
script is the creation of global parameters collection. After introducing this concept to the script engine, the
engine can reuse and customize the collection of parameters for each script. The parameters are ready for
reuse by calling the methods synthSetParam and synthGetParam over the collection. An example usage
looks as follows: If you have a dedicated 64-bit version of AviSynth+, you can create your own plugins
directory in order to keep them separate from the other plugins. This can be achieved by calling
SetPluginDir() over the parameter. In the case, you can change the value of AviSynth+ file. The parameter
value is stored in the AviSynth+ project file

What's New in the AviSynth ?

Avisynth+ brings to the table an enhanced version of the widely popular AviSynth video post-production
tool. The goal of the development team is to make AviSynth match today's trends and requirements by
adding long-sought functionality, AviSynth+ comes with additional functionality and an optimized engine for
faster script execution and data filtering. Despite these changes, it preserves the compatibility with
available scripts and AviSynth plugins. What's more, it adds support for multiple plugin directories and
provides automatic loading of C-plugins. As you probably already know, the original post-production
frameserver uses scripts to handle each video processing task and its fork does the same. However,
AviSynth+ delivers a few language extensions that developers are bound to be happy about, providing
support for loops and multi-line conditionals. Furthermore, the plus edition features improved compilation
speed and enhanced debugging capabilities, while also refactoring various code sections and building a
more logical project structure. AviSynth+ also features support for still images and TimeStretch and
provides a dedicated 64-bit version. In essence, Avisynth+ is designed to provide an extended feature set
while remaining compatible with the existing plugins and code. On the other side, plugins written
specifically for the plus version might not work with the original Avisynth. Unlike the original Avisynth, the
plus edition does not work with Windows iterations prior to 2000. Please note that TCPDeliver is not
included in the source files. Avisynth+ brings to the table an enhanced version of the widely popular
AviSynth video post-production tool. The goal of the development team is to make AviSynth match today's
trends and requirements by adding long-sought functionality, AviSynth+ comes with additional functionality
and an optimized engine for faster script execution and data filtering. Despite these changes, it preserves
the compatibility with available scripts and AviSynth plugins. What's more, it adds support for multiple
plugin directories and provides automatic loading of C-plugins. As you probably already know, the original
post-production frameserver uses scripts to handle each video processing task and its fork does the same.
However, AviSynth+ delivers a few language extensions that developers are bound to be happy about,
providing support for loops and multi-line conditionals. Furthermore, the plus edition features improved
compilation speed and enhanced debugging capabilities, while also refactoring various code
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System Requirements For AviSynth :

Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, and 10 OS: Apple Mac OS X 10.10.4 or later Processor: Intel Core i3, i5, i7 Graphics:
NVIDIA GeForce 5xxx or AMD Radeon 6000 series Memory: 4 GB RAM Hard disk space: 10 GB free space
Wired Internet connection (broadband): Recommended System Specs: Intel Core i5-4590 NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 970
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